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Tararu Valley Conservation Trust is a community conservation effort..Volunteers have been creating track lines and setting out possum traps
since spring 2001 and in started using Fenn MK6 traps in February 2002. As an alternative visual lure, we placed golf balls in some tunnels, and
used hens' eggs in others. We employ both single and double trap tunnels. Many rats (30+), nine stoats, one ferret, and one weasel, have all
been captured in the golf ball traps. Of course we know that mustelids may even be caught in empty tunnels, and the successful traps may
hold the scent of previous catch..However we plan to increase both the number of traps and total area controlled and will maintain records of
bait used and resulting pests caught.
For almost 50 years there has been daily predator trapping at Taiaroa Head, on the Otago Peninsula. The benefits of such a long term
investment can be seen today, with over 10,000 seabirds now using this distinctive headland as a breeding site. Earlier this year a weasel was
caught in a trap at Taiaroa Head, this is only the second one caught on the headland
Giant skinks: The predator control pressure at MacCraes is finally starting to have an impact with cat and ferret totals caught this year being
substantially lower than last year. Overall we have removed at least 138 cats, 161 ferrets, 26 rats, 13 stoats, and 17 weasels from about 700 ha
of tussock grassland. This achievement has taken the efforts of 1.5 full time people.
Ten [kiwi] chicks have died this season; five from suspected mustelid (stoat or weasel) predation..This is a much higher death rate than in
previous years, despite the predator trapping catching significantly fewer stoats and extending the trapping network. We have caught more
weasels, however, and they may be responsible for some of the predation.
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Tararu Valley Conservation Trust is a community conservation effort..Volunteers have been creating track lines and setting out possum traps
since spring 2001 and in started using Fenn MK6 traps in February 2002. As an alternative visual lure, we placed golf balls in some tunnels, and
used hens' eggs in others. We employ both single and double trap tunnels. Many rats (30+), nine stoats, one ferret, and one weasel, have all been
captured in the golf ball traps. Of course we know that mustelids may even be caught in empty tunnels, and the successful traps may hold the
scent of previous catch..However we plan to increase both the number of traps and total area controlled and will maintain records of bait used
and resulting pests caught
whiteflippered penguin: At Flea and Stony bays, two neighbouring farmers have trapped cats and ferrets in the penguin colonies on their
properties for several years. In 2001 Akaroa DOC staff set up a trapline (containing 89 Fenn and Timms traps) protecting 1150 hectares on the
ridges surrounding both colonies. The traps are open year round and have caught numerous cats, ferrets and stoats..The landowners still have
their traps inside the DOC trapline, but have commented that the catch rate of predators has dropped significantly.
Trapping for mustelids has been supplemented with a purpose designed poison egg/trap box, which delivers 1080 injected hen eggs for stoats
and a Diphacinone Ferret paste.
Giant skinks: The predator control pressure at MacCraes is finally starting to have an impact with cat and ferret totals caught this year being
substantially lower than last year. Overall we have removed at least 138 cats, 161 ferrets, 26 rats, 13 stoats, and 17 weasels from about 700 ha of
tussock grassland. This achievement has taken the efforts of 1.5 full time people.

